Veneto
PROSECCO ARDENGHI
Ardenghi is a young and dynamic company
led today by Lorenzo Bormioli and Mattia
Ardenghi. The vineyards, located on the
hills of Treviso, penetrate their roots in a
well-structured, clay soil, set in the DOCG
Conegliano Valdobbiadene. From these
luxuriant slopes the Prosecco releases all
its energy and transport for a lively, vibrant
taste, capable of interpreting a terroir that has
always been dedicated to the care of the vine
in the respect of a wine tradition consolidated
over time.

www. p ro s eccoardenghi. it

Puglia
PODERE 29
The company was born driven by the courage
and the deepest will of a family linked to
its land, which made the earth a mission. A
generous territory, Puglia offers to careful
and occasional visitors the taste and the
image of the past that still strongly surrounds
the present. The love for the land of Puglia
is our propeller, that fuel that burns in the
head and in the hands and produces desire
to produce. We extract gold from the earth,
precious berries that we transform into an
authentic nectar, the son of the sun and the
wind that blows from the sea; the philosophy
of organic production is at the expense of our
production.

Campania
FATTORIA PAGANO
The company was born from the will of Antonio
Pagano who had a vision of the future in the
redevelopment of a pre-existing enological
reality of great cultural and historical impact:
Il Falerno del Massico. The vineyards extend
over two terraces, in Casale di Carinola (CE),
an indescribable and relaxing panorama,
where it is possible to glimpse Ischia, Procida
and the Gulf of Gaeta. The thermal excursion,
the proximity to the Mediterranean, and the
wind, are fundamental characteristics to
enhance aromas and acidity.

www.fattor i apagan o.i t

Lazio
CANTINA GAFFINO
We are deeply rooted in our territory, a
land devoted to wine production and with
a viticulture history lasting more than two
thousand years. We want to offer fine wines,
which are the expression of the values of the
territory with a viticulture history lasting more
than two thousand years. All our wines are
made from our organic own grapes to be able
to keep control of high quality. The winery is
located a few kilometers south of Rome, and
covers an area of 32 hectares, of which 28 are
vines.

www.c an ti n agaffi n o.i t

Toscana
TENUTA CASTEANI
Deep down in the green hills, hearth of Tuscan
Maremma, close to the Tyrrenian Sea, there is
Tenuta Casteani, a Winery and Wine Resort
which was in wishes and thoughts of Engineer
Mario Pelosi, oenologist and sommelier
master class, who personally follows his
growth and development with care and
attention and surrounded by his experienced
staff. Company’s mission is deeply aimed
at respecting nature around and first of all
at the evaluation of the Terroir. That’s why
at Casteani they cultivate with passion and
professionalism mainly local grapes, like
Vermentino for the whites and Sangiovese for
the reds.
www.te n u tacastea ni.it

Sardegna
CORONA RUIA
The story begins in 1925 thanks to our
grandfather Mereu.
We are flocated in north west of Sardinia,
the most fertile land of the entire island that
belonged, in the Middle Ages, to the Giudicato
of Torres, of which Porto Torres remembers
the vestiges today. From the small hills that
frame our vineyards you can enjoy the view
of the island of Asinara. The crystalline blue
sea, the long stretches of white sand, the
Mediterranean scents and the flavors of native
wines represent the finger print of the town of
Sorso where our winery is located.

www.coron ar u i a.i t

Today Diwinexport counts 6 Italian wineries
that have deep respect for geographical
and territorial diversities in common.
The philosophy combining all the producers
is the creation of value in every single steps
of the production from soil to bottle: Values
in terms of environment, territory, human
resources, and bio-diversity.

“

Today we are a family that works by sharing
the same goals of both individual and
collective growth; we equally divide costs
and investments to reach European and
extra-European foreign markets. We have
the same vision of the future: together it is
possible.
Opportunity:
• 6 different wine companies
• 1 invoice system
• 1 pick up place

“

The consortium was born in 2014 with the
aim to promote the internationalization of
small wine cellars.

Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.
HENRY FORD
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